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"How powerful!" Leon paled.

Back when he used the poisonous daggers on others, they all merely managed to strike the daggers down at best. To his

bewilderment. Hades managed to turn those daggers right back at him.

Caught by surprise, he dared not to hesitate and executed the Phantom Steps to dodge.

Instantly, the daggers landed on the spot where Leon was; thankfully, Leon narrowly escaped the daggers or he would have died

on the spot.

"You got lucky this time!" Hades shot Leon a sidelong glance, before grabbing the Southern Boss to leap out of the mansion.

"Damn it!" Alfred's expression darkened when he saw the Southern Boss escape with Hades.

"Leon, Hades can't get far if he is carrying the Southern Boss! I’ll leave two Dragon Guards here with you, and the rest will follow

me and chase them down!” Alfred said decisively.

With both the Demon Lord and Hades spotted in the southern region, he assumed that the central region was informed on the

matter and the Dragon Guards from the central region were likely on their way to the southern region as they spoke.

Hades survived this long mainly because he was good at covering his tracks, but now that he showed himself, Aid red knew that

he might be able to work with the Dragon Guards from the central region to take Hades down.

Still, he came all the way to help Leon, so he intended to leave two of his subordinates with Leon to keep him safe.

"It's fine, Mister Glasbey! You should focus on going after Hades! The Thompsons and I have this under control!" Leon said.

With the Demon Lord dead and the Southern Boss gone, the Hiltons were helpless and Leon decided that he did not require the

Dragon Corps' help.

"Alright, then." Alfred nodded.

Since Leon did not need any help, he decided to hurry after Hades with the other Dragon Guards.

Once they left, Leon and Arthur walked over to Angus and the others.

At the moment, Henry and August defeated the three Guardians and the other guards, and they captured Joel and Rodney.

On the other end, the Hiltons were all suffering the same.

Devon was already badly injured to begin with, and Arthur did not bother to hold back given that Joel was responsible for Yonas's

death. Within a matter of seconds, he was defeated and killed by Arthur.

The rest of the Hiltons were all struggling after the Spears surrendered; though they tried to forge a way out under the lead of

Bobby and the elders, Angus and the Thompson elders were far too powerful and fought bravely.

In the end, the Hiltons failed to escape and more of them perished in the process.
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